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Multi-hazard platforms – Apps
Triggered by technical progress that allows combining information about natural, anthropogenic and
socionatural hazards, numerous multi-hazard platforms have been established over the last few years.

MeteoSwiss [1]
(Switzerland)
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AlertSwiss [2]
(Switzerland)

DisasterAlert [3]
(globally)
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WarnWetter [4]
(Germany)

KATWARN [5]
(Germany)
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Multi-hazard platforms – Websites
Current research has mainly focused on technical challenges [9-11].

Hazard map on the website HungerMap [8]
(globally)
Natural Hazards Portal [6]
(Switzerland)

Global Disaster Alert and Coordination
System [7] (globally)
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Research is missing
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[12,13],

answering the questions …
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Filling the research gap…
• As most multi-hazard platforms use maps on the start page, we especially
focused on the different approaches to presenting multiple hazards and to
compiling contents of hazard announcements attached to the maps.
• With an online conjoint experiment (N=768, full randomized design) in
Switzerland, we empirically tested participants’ preferences for start page
designs and hazard announcements.

• Research questions:
(i) Does the public prefer and actually use multi-hazard platforms to get
information about the current hazard situation?
(ii) Which elements of start page design does the public prefer, correctly
interpret and perceive as useful?
(iii) What contents of hazard announcements does the public prefer?
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Method – Conjoint Choice Experiment
The survey consisted of five question blocks (Fig. 1). As part of the second and third question blocks
(start page designs & hazard announcements) we applied conjoint choice experiments [14,15].
Regarding the start page designs, to each participant three consecutive pairs of different start page
designs were randomly displayed. First, they had to rate them separately before having to choose one of
them. Regarding the hazard announcements, each participant received a pair of earthquake
announcements and a pair of thunderstorm warnings. As before, they first rated them separately before
indicating which of the two they prefer.

Fig. 1. : Structure of the survey.
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Material I
Table 1: Attributes selected and varied

In Table 1, the attributes we varied
for the start page designs and for
the
hazard
announcements
respectively
are
listed
(first
column). In the second column, the
levels of each attribute is described
in detail. And in the third column,
some examples of platforms with
the corresponding attribute levels
are mentioned.

When selecting and varying the
attributes we followed both current
practice in different fields as well as
best practice from research.
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Material II – two examples
1

2

1

1 Map format

1 Behavioural

2 Hazard classification
2

3 Additional information

recommendations
Sharing function

around the map

3

2
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Design of the start page
• Participants prefer a start page with (Fig. 2)…
… a single map displaying all current hazards,
… textual information about the current hazards below the map,
… and the use of a hazard classification with four or five categories.

• Participants with high levels of trust in actors involved in the
communication process and high risk perception rated the
start page designs in general higher.
• Participants indicated that they were more motivated to
seek further information and to take (precautionary) actions
when the hazards were combined on a single map.

• Participants are not aware that even if a earthquake-risky
area is not colored at the moment they still have to be
prepared for an earthquake.
• High numeracy skills lead to a better understanding of the
information presented.
Fig. 2. : Start page preferred by the participants.
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Hazard announcements
• Hazard announcements with a sharing function
are preferred.
• For thunderstorm warnings, textual
behavioural recommendations are favored.
• For earthquake announcements, no significant
tendency.
 In the comments a combination of textual and pictured
announcements is wished (Fig. 3).

• Participants with a high risk perception and
high levels of trust in the responsible actors
rated the hazard announcements overall
better.
Fig. 3. : Preferred earthquake announcements.
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Discussion
Design of the start page:
• A combination of maps and textual information is recommended in order to minimize
erroneous interpretation [16,17].
• Various individual factors such as risk perception and trust in the authorities significantly
influence people’s preferences, interpretation abilities and motivation to take actions [1821].

Hazard announcements:
• A combination of pictured and textual behavioural instructions is recommended. The main
reasons are that not all pictograms are understood at first glance, and people not speaking
the language in which the message is issued could still look at the pictograms [22,23].

• People appreciate to share a hazard announcement received with their family members and
friends. The increasing use of social media might also be a future potential for emergency
managers to get further insights about an event from the public [22,24-25].
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Conclusion
To conclude, results indicate
that the design of multi-hazard
platforms and individual
characteristics affects the public’s
preferences for information and
hazard announcements presented
(Fig. 4).

Therefore, in parallel of the
continuous improvement of
scientific-technical products,
scientists should systematically
examine the communication and
perception of these products in
order to increase society’s
resilience.
Fig. 4. : Participants’ preferred start page and favored hazard announcements. The symbols on
the bottom right represent the need of a multi-channel communication strategy in order to inform as
many people as possible, and to compensate the failure of other channels.
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Limitations and future research
• Our findings are restricted to the five attributes we varied for the different alternatives.
• We only displayed five hazards on the maps. The upper complexity threshold of
information presented on one map should thus be analyzed in future research.
• With respect to the hazard announcements, further issues like the length of the
message, the inclusion of information about impacts etc. should as well be analyzed
[26-28].

• Besides the four cognitive factors we tested, many other factors such as social
interactions, milling, self-efficacy influence people’s preferences for certain information
and abilities to react before, during and after an event [28-32].
• Future research is needed assessing the usefulness of and preferences for other app
functionalities and contents such as test-warnings [33-34].
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